Vision Only: Metal

Vision Only: Stone
Audition Only: Glass

Audition only

Glass

CANNOT be thought of as:
- glass
- ceramic
- metal
- stone
- wood
- vegetable
- plastic
- paper
- vinyl
- rubber
- cloth
- clay
- leather

CAN be thought of as:
- glass
- ceramic
- metal
- stone
- wood
- vegetable
- plastic
- paper
- vinyl
- rubber
- cloth
- clay
- leather

Audition Only: Ceramic

Audition only

Ceramic

CANNOT be thought of as:
- glass
- ceramic
- metal
- stone
- wood
- vegetable
- plastic
- paper
- vinyl
- rubber
- cloth
- clay
- leather

CAN be thought of as:
- glass
- ceramic
- metal
- stone
- wood
- vegetable
- plastic
- paper
- vinyl
- rubber
- cloth
- clay
- leather

Glass (A only)

Ceramic (A only)
Audition Only: Metal

Audition only

Metal

Audition Only: Stone

Audition only

Stone
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Audition Only: Wood

Audition Only: Vegetable
Audition Only: Plastic

Audition only

Audition Only: Paper

Audition only
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**Vision: Glass, Audition: Glass**

Naturalness rating
Glass-Glass: 4.25

**Vision: Glass, Audition: Ceramic**

Naturalness rating
Glass-Ceramic: 5.25
**Vision: Glass, Audition: Metal**

Naturalness rating
Glass-Metal: 4.0625

**Vision: Glass, Audition: Stone**

Naturalness rating
Glass-Stone: 4.375
Vision: Glass, Audition: Wood

Naturalness rating
Glass-Wood: 4.0625

Vision: Glass, Audition: Vegetable

Naturalness rating
Glass-Vegetable: 2.75
**Vision: Glass, Audition: Plastic**

Naturalness rating
Glass-Plastic: 4.6875

**Vision: Glass, Audition: Paper**

Naturalness rating
Glass-Paper: 2.9375
Vision: Ceramic, Audition: Glass

Naturalness rating
Ceramic-Glass: 4.5625

Vision: Ceramic, Audition: Ceramic

Naturalness rating
Ceramic-Ceramic: 4.75
Vision: Ceramic, Audition: Metal

Naturalness rating
Ceramic-Metal: 4.0625

Vision: Ceramic, Audition: Stone

Naturalness rating
Ceramic-Stone: 5.00
Vision: Ceramic, Audition: Wood

Naturalness rating
Ceramic-Wood: 5.125

Vision: Ceramic, Audition: Vegetable

Naturalness rating
Ceramic-Vegetable: 3.0625
**Vision: Ceramic, Audition: Plastic**

Naturalness rating
Ceramic-Plastic: 4.75

**Vision: Ceramic, Audition: Paper**

Naturalness rating
Ceramic-Paper: 4.1875
Vision: Metal, Audition: Glass

Naturalness rating
Metal-Glass: 5.5625

Vision: Metal, Audition: Ceramic

Naturalness rating
Metal-Ceramic: 5.875
Vision: Metal, Audition: Metal

Naturalness rating
Metal-Metal: 6.0625

Vision: Metal, Audition: Stone

Naturalness rating
Metal-Stone: 4.6875
Vision: Metal, Audition: Wood

Naturalness rating
Metal-Wood: 3.9375

Vision: Metal, Audition: Vegetable

Naturalness rating
Metal-Vegetable: 2.5625
Vision: Metal, Audition: Plastic

Naturalness rating
Metal-Plastic: 3.6875

Vision: Metal, Audition: Paper

Naturalness rating
Metal-Paper: 3.00
Vision: Stone, Audition: Glass

Naturalness rating
Stone-Glass: 2.8125

Vision: Stone, Audition: Ceramic

Naturalness rating
Stone-Ceramic: 2.875
**Vision: Stone, Audition: Metal**

Naturalness rating
Stone-Metal: 2.5

**Vision: Stone, Audition: Stone**

Naturalness rating
Stone-Stone: 5.0625
**Vision: Stone, Audition: Wood**

Naturalness rating
Stone-Wood: 3.125

**Vision: Stone, Audition: Vegetable**

Naturalness rating
Stone-Vegetable: 3.0625
Vision: Stone, Audition: Plastic

Naturalness rating
Stone-Plastic: 5.5

Vision: Stone, Audition: Paper

Naturalness rating
Stone-Paper: 2.125
Vision: Wood, Audition: Glass

Naturalness rating
Wood-Glass: 1.5625

Vision: Wood, Audition: Ceramic

Naturalness rating
Wood-Ceramic: 1.6875
**Vision: Wood, Audition: Metal**

![Graph showing naturalness rating for Wood-Metal: 1.3125]

**Vision: Wood, Audition: Stone**

![Graph showing naturalness rating for Wood-Stone: 1.8125]
Vision: Wood, Audition: Wood

Naturalness rating
Wood-Wood: 4.875

Vision: Wood, Audition: Vegetable

Naturalness rating
Wood-Vegetable: 4.25

Naturalness rating
Wood-Plastic: 5.75

Vision: Wood, Audition: Paper

Naturalness rating
Wood-Paper: 4.0625
Vision: Bark, Audition: Glass

Naturalness rating
Bark-Glass: 1.8125

Vision: Bark, Audition: Ceramic

Naturalness rating
Bark-Ceramic: 1.5
Vision: Bark, Audition: Metal

Naturalness rating
Bark-Metal: 1.625

Vision: Bark, Audition: Stone

Naturalness rating
Bark-Stone: 2.25
**Vision: Bark, Audition: Wood**

Naturalness rating
Bark-Wood: 3.5625

**Vision: Bark, Audition: Vegetable**

Naturalness rating
Bark-Vegetable: 4.8125
Vision: Bark, Audition: Plastic

Naturalness rating
Bark-Plastic: 3.8125

Vision: Bark, Audition: Paper

Naturalness rating
Bark-Paper: 3.3125